Core Strategic Planning Committee

Thursday April 5, 2018
9:00 a.m.
Conference Room B
Central Administrative Office

Core Strategic Planning Committee Reading Links
https://www.gse.harvard.edu/news/uk/17/05/curriculum-changing-world
https://www.gse.harvard.edu/news/uk/18/03/education-without-learning

Agenda:

Articles-

- Smart Leader Focus Execution First and Strategy Second – Rosabeth Moss Kanter
- Good Leaders Make Good Schools – David Brooks
- Theories of Action – Aligning Priorities and Resources – Morgan/Levenson
- NEASC Standards for Accreditation
- Learning to Realize Education’s Promise

Habits of Mind – book was shared with committee

Educating the Whole Child – how to implement HOM into education and curricular themes

It is important to consider the “why” of the educational process

Theories of Action – If/The Activity

Sharing – ...........................................

Lorraine & Tom

If we use Habits of Mind/SVOG goals – to provide a structure for learning – Then students will be able to apply that knowledge to lifelong learning
Dan & Anne

If students are globally competent Then that requires that students become inquisitive about developing the right questions to find answers – students should see themselves as agents of change

Diane & Joan

If students are life learners Then they are competent self-supporting individuals

Vicky, Jeff, & Harold

If our graduates are critical thinkers, flexible, active learners – Then they are good people, successful people, and contributors to society

Ken & Chris

If we clearly articulate a specific mission, Then we will align our purpose to student growth

If all of our decisions were students centered Then our actions would be aligned to student growth

If we offer our students an innovative mindset Then as adults they will be adaptable in societal change

If we connect appropriate resources with appropriate practices Then students will become prepared for their life as adults

Chris, Vicky, & Lorraine will work on consolidating the If Then statements into a document that we can use a foundation for “Mission” work

Please see attached “notes” from group discussions of If,Then activity

Please see World Development Report – attached

Next Core Strategic Planning Committee Meeting

- Thursday, May 10, 2018
- 9:00 a.m.
- Conference Room B
- Central Administrative Offices

Agenda to follow: